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Franz von Derfregger, Portrait of Franz von Lenbach, 1907,
oil on board, 61.5 x 50 cm

Photospiel explores the interplay between photography and painting, beginning in the
late 19th Century with great German painters like Franz Defregger and Franz von Lenbach, who turned to the still nascent medium of photography as source material for their
paintings. The exhibition then turns to modern day photographers incorporating the long
tradition of painting in their work, and painters moving into the digital age.

David Hockney’s extensively researched book “Secret Knowledge: Rediscovering the lost techniques
of the Old Masters” (Taschenbuch, 2001) argues
that the Old Masters frequently used mechanical
means in creating their paintings. The use of the
Camera Obscura as a drawing aid may be traced
back to the van Eyck brothers in the 15th century.
As soon as the camera became commercially available, painters responded to it, either by making
use of it or rejecting it totally on principle - as did
the impressionists. One painter who was enthusiastic in his embrace of photography was Franz Von
Lenbach. In the late 19th century he was Europe’s
Andy Warhol, famous for portraying the rich and
famous. From Wagner to Bismarck to English
gentry, a Portrait from Lenbach was considered
very prestigious.

It was known that Lenbach would have his clients
photographed to save them the tedium of sitting
for a portrait, and the finished painting would often be an exact copy of this photo. Like Warhol,
Lenbach was a star of his time; and like Warhol,
his image became iconic, reproduced in the papers
and in postcards.
A great admirer of Lenbach was the painter Franz
Defregger. Defregger was famous in the Munich
Art scene for his genre paintings and portraits of
peasants. All three Defregger portraits of Lenbach
are likely to have been based on the same public
image of the iconic artist. The exact duplication of
the image over the span of twelve years suggests
that Defregger used mechanical means to replicate
the photo.

René Schoemakers,
The Pale King, 2014,
Acrylic on canvas,
40 x 30 cm

René Schoemakers,
Lucretia I, 2017, Acrylic
an canvas, 60 x 45 cm,
private collection.
The making of Lucretia I
with Cranach’s Lucretia

René Schoemakers works directly from photos, transcending photorealism into digital realism. His paintings are usually very intimate in their subject matter, often featuring
his family and their possessions as models. In Pale King, he paints from a photograph of
himself, covered in make up and paint, which was smeared over his face by his daughter
as he napped on the studio floor

Nina Rodin, Wild Caviar, 2019,
giclée print on aluminium dibond,
29 cm diameter

Nina Rodin’s photos also feature paint on the body. The peephole views of her own
body slathered in paint are at once luscious and at the same time excessive, creating
alternating impressions of alienation and curiosity. The photographic medium is used by
this painter as a means to approach paint in its wettest and most immediate form and to
dissect only tantalising snippets from an otherwise very intimate performance involving her
naked body in the privacy of her studio.

Arnulf Rainer, Kopfschmerz,
2001, etching on coloured
offset print, 64/100,
60 x 40cm

Arnulf Rainer is well known for his body of work dealing with painting and markmaking on photos. The majority of these photos were taken by him for the purpose of
manipulation, and featured himself as subject. Here, he is represented by a self portrait
with an etching printed upon it.

Semra Sevin,
Reflexion Portrait,
Gale Tattersall and
son, 2011, Gyclee
print, 48 x 63 cm

Semra Sevin’s Portrait wishes to transcend the documentary aspect of the photograph.
The manipulation of the image harkens back to early experiments by modernist painters
in portrait painting. The portrait is an overlay of a mother and son. The effect is achieved
analogue with the use of mirrors, filters and flashlight.

Julija Goyd, Untitled,
2019, inkjet print on
hanemuhle photo rag,
32 x 48 cm

Likewise, Julija Goyd’s photo is a figure transformed. The breasts and lips appear distorted in the water and seem to hover like a flying seraphim. A disembodied form emerges
from the breakdown of the figure, floating in space - reminiscent of Symbolist renderings
of spiritual apparitions.

Anne Michaux, Bloom, 2019,
print on dibond, 150 x 100cm

The Artist Duo GODsDOGs, Boris Eldagsen and Anne Michaux all work with photography, pushing it towards painterliness. Anne Michaux carefully composes her own
worlds; landscapes built piece by piece with found materials, inserted train set figures and
miniature cars. When photographed, these miniature worlds expand, with large swathes
of color evocative of landscape painting.

Boris Eldagsen, Poem 93,
print mounted on dibond, edition 5+1, 42 x 56 cm

Boris Eldagsen photographs almost exclusively at night. Through long exposure
times, lights and colours are made blinding, figures distorted and dreamlike. Light is central
to his scene-setting, appearing boldly like bursts of pigment on a canvas.

GODsDOGs, BlauRosa,
2018, Velum-Tex Samba
Backlight, Lights, Wood,
132 x 92 cm

GODsDOGs’ images often include family members in everyday life, adorned with costumes. Their latest work features digitally modified photos, warping the naturalistic appearance of colour to create a mystical and other worldly scene.

Micheal Stecky,
ROYGBIV 1, 2017,
puzzel, paint, wood,
33 x 28 cm

Micheal Stecky has used the common puzzle as a medium for years. These puzzles
often feature famous paintings as motifs. In this sculpture, the pieces of such a puzzle are
each carefully painted in vivid colours and then glued together in rows, facing sideways,
creating a vibrant abstract texture.

Claudia Chaseling, all the time slowly, 2019,
mixed technique on postcard, 10 x 14.5 cm

Claudia Chaseling is known for her large three dimensional painting installations,
working with jagged fluorescent forms. She often works with found postcards, overpainting them with forms and colours that also appear in her other work. The postcards act as
inspirations for her larger work.

Dieter Roth, Untitled, 1960,
oil on postcard, signed on back, 10.5 x 4.8 cm

Dieter Roth, famous for his assemblage and dirty painting of found objects, is also
represented by a painted postcard. In 1960, he mailed it to a Kunstverein in Dusseldorf,
intended purely as a means for correspondence. Years later, it showed up on the art
market as an art object.

Heike Gallmeier, Vertigo sketch, 2014, C-print, acrylic paint, 30 x 37 cm

Heike Gallmeier’s installations are built like painted sets to be viewed from one
specific point. She transforms a given space, often incorporating existing details with
found objects, which are then cut or painted — or themselves transformed — and
finally collaged into the space. A photo is taken from the specific point. The image
of Vertigo was taken during such a process.

Silke Kästner, Blind Date, 2002, print on di-bond, 12 x 17 cm

Silke Kästner attempts to change the composition of a physical space through the
intervention of paint. These expanses of paint introduce an abstract quality into the room,
the photograph, which is not necessarily taken by the artist, is a by-product of the action. .

John Brown, Untitled, 2015,
oil on inkjet print, 21 x 27 cm

The painter John Brown’s uses found photographs as source material — images,
which are altered over time until they lose connection to the original image. As part of his
process, he takes photos of the work and paints on the photo to help decide the direction
that the painting should take.

Peter Freitag, American Dreamer, 2013,
papercut, posters, mirror, 90 x 60 cm

Peter Freitag works directly with advertisement images in magazines and posters.
The image is carefully distorted by chemicals, cutting or sanding. Gestural forms appear
through this process, like an abstract painting with traces of the original photograph that
still remain.

Grigori Dor, Vanitas With Flowers, 2019,
oil on canvas, , 120 x 100 cm

Grigori Dor works in the more traditional manner of collage, where the composition is
made up of cut images. It is then photographed and transferred onto the canvas in paint.

Römer + Römer, Gotik
Zusammenkunft auf dem
Leipziger Südfriedhof, 2016,
oil on linen, 150 x 110 cm

The Artist couple Römer + Römer travel to events around the world, such as
Burning Man or Goth Festivals, and work from the photos that they take there.
The images, processed using a computer program, are then transferred in coloured marks
on the canvas. These marks, added in layers, are somewhat like computer pixels but bear
a resemblance to pointillism.

Christopher Winter,
Home Life, 2019, Acrylic
on canvas, 100 x 75 cm

Christopher Winter’s paintings unsettle reality, distorting perceptions of both space
and narrative. His source images are often derived from found photos, which are then
sketched out and filled with flat fields of colour. This quality of flatness, reaching for abstraction, reveals the surreality of our daily experiences.

Amrita Dhillon, Midnight Rider, 2019, Charcoal, ink
and pastel on paper, 40 x 60 cm

Amrita Dhillon paints using found images, often with a historical or autobiographical
significance. The source image may be manipulated digitally or physically, to varying
degrees, in this first stage of experimentation. Colour becomes the primary force which
attempts to bring the static photograph — a snapshot of a moment in time — to life.

Jann Holstein, 2019,
oil and watercolor on
canvas, 75x55 cm

In his dream-like work, Jann Holstein paints using found images, initially creating his
own compositions digitally by layering multiple photographs. Looming figures and forest
creatures appear in his work, caught in the brief flash of a camera, torn from their original
context and placed in a world of jagged, terrifying heights and dense, suffocating forests.

Benjamin Rubloff, Cipher
IV, 2018, oil on canvas,
80 x 60 cm

Benjamin Rubloff photographs graffiti as he wanders through Berlin. These quick
tags are used to produce oil paintings that suggest gestural painting but are actually the
result of a slow, painstaking process of transcription. The sites where the graffiti were found
are then documented and paired with the artist’s writings about space and memory.

Peter Wilde, Digital Gaze, 2017-2019, Acrylic and oil on
board, each 21 x 21 cm

Peter Wilde and Enda O’Donoghue both paint from images found on the internet, responding to issues of ownership of images found online. As part of his process, Enda O’Donoghue always
attempts to find the true owner of an image online, before he paints it.
Sometimes this request is permitted and sometimes denied. Peter Wilde also works from appropriated
images from the internet, but he circumvents copyright issues by painting only a portion of the photo
that is posted online. His subjects are often people caught in the background of other peoples internet
posts, and therefore lacking in detail. why he was there originally and what he was feeling. flash of a
camera, torn from their original context and placed in a world of jagged, terrifying heights and dense,
suffocating forests.

Enda O’Donoghue, Spider Plant, 2019, oil on canvas, 30 x 40 cm
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